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Sondra Rankin

Have you heard the phrase, “What happens
in Vegas stays in Vegas?” Not in this
Edition! Adventure Woman is reporting all
the fun and frolic a person can have in “Sin
City” without actually sinning. Learn seven
great Las Vegas activities in Adventure
Howl, and check out our exciting, Adventure
of the Moment. Looking for an elegant and
unique hotel? Check out the Venetian
Resort and Casino in Retreat to Relaxation.
Visit our Official Adventure Woman Blog for
more delicious details on Las Vegas and send
us your comments and recommendations.

"Alexanderia the Great”

Kenna Foster

Angela Sorenson

Osa Johnson

Susan Chaplin

Meet our four fabulous new inductees to our
REAL Adventure Woman Hall-of-Fame. Osa
Johnson was a fearless adventurer and was
one of the first pioneers to film the great
tribes and animal herds of Africa.
“Alexanderia the Great” is the world’s most
daring underwater escape artist; doing
escapes even more dangerous than the
legendary Houdini. Sondra Rankin is an
accomplished professional fisherwoman,
Goodwill Ambassador, country singer and is
hosting her own fishing reality show.
Susan Chaplin is an adventurous groundbreaker and record-holder paddling her 14
ft long board and charts an inspiring and
purposeful life.

Susan Laden

Hannah Hudson

Adventure Woman University delivers again
with two great educational articles focused
on hunting and fishing. Angela Sorenson
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Post Your Support
for Megan!

‘tells it like it is’ for women wanting to know
how to hunt big game. This is a bold article
for bold women. Expert fisherwoman and
photographer, Hannah Hudson, offers us an
insightful and helpful education in how to
photograph our fishing catches. Both are
‘must read’ articles.
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Post Your Support
for Kaylin!

Our Adventure Interview is with whitewater
rafting guide and accomplished
photographer Kenna Foster. This interview is
interesting, entertaining and informative.
Read it! You’ll love Kenna. “Rumble in the
Jungle” with Susan Laden in our first-ever
“Fishing Tips & Adventures” article. Susan
will take you to the Amazon to catch Peacock
Bass. Don’t leave without viewing her
amazing fishing and travel photos.
Have you visited our Supplies Tent lately? If
not, check out our newest discount offers
and perks on adventures and goods from
around the world. Check out our newest
question on Post Your Opinion and support
our athletes Megan and Kaylin at Post Your
Support. Looking for a Spring Destination?
Check out Greet a Destination or for more
inspiration browse our Travel Photos. Enjoy
your April!
Safe Trails & Tight Lines,
Beth, Ava, Trix, and your friendly Basecamp
Staff.
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